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There's no doubt about it, even the most basic and purest cars are becoming more complicated
as they get loaded up with more technology. But there's one standout sports car that bucks that
trend: the Nissan Z. It's essentially stuck in a time warp from the previous generation and lacks
many of the driver aids and infotainment technology that can be found in even base-model
economy cars these days. But that doesn't mean we don't recommend the Z. Its V6 engine
produces a healthy horsepower and lb-ft of torque and comes with a direct-acting six-speed
manual gearbox to send the power to the rear wheels. A Nismo trim squeezes a bit more power
out of the same engine hp and lb-ft. But its improved suspension, aero, and wheels and tires are
the real reasons to opt for this factory-modified sports car. In the middle, the Sport model has
more dynamic capability than the base model, while the Sport Touring version adds luxury
touches and some in-car electronics. However, the Z is now in its 10th year of production. And
other sports cars, such as the Mazda MX-5 and Toyota 86, offer an even purer driving
experience coupled with the benefits of more modern engineering and design. On the other end
of the spectrum, cars such as the Ford Mustang and Chevrolet Camaro perform like a sports car
but with a back seat and modern electronics. Either way, all of these models instill the same
passion for sports cars and driving. The Nissan Z is a two-seat sports car available as a
hatchback coupe that comes in base , Sport , Sport Touring , and Nismo trims. All are equipped
with a non-turbocharged 3. This engine produces horsepower and lb-ft of torque, but the Nismo
version bumps it up to hp and lb-ft. A 50th Anniversary Edition model based on the Sport is new
for The base Z comes standard with inch wheels, summer performance tires, automatic xenon
headlights, LED running lights and taillights, keyless ignition and entry, a rearview camera,
cruise control, automatic climate control, auto-dimming rearview mirror, four-way manual front
seats, cloth upholstery, a leather-wrapped tilt-only steering wheel, Bluetooth phone
connectivity, and a six-speaker sound system with a CD player and an auxiliary audio jack.
Upgrade to the Sport coupe trim and you'll get a limited-slip differential, upgraded brakes, a
rev-matching downshift feature, inch wheels, heated mirrors, chin and rear deck spoilers, and
an eight-speaker Bose audio system. The Sport Touring coupe trim loses the Sport's
performance upgrades but adds leather and simulated-suede upholstery, upgraded interior trim,
a rear cargo cover coupe only , heated four-way power-adjustable seats with adjustable lumbar
for the driver , a 7-inch touchscreen infotainment system, navigation, a USB port, voice
controls, Bluetooth audio connectivity, satellite radio, a media player interface, and the Bose
audio system. The Z Nismo gets a more powerful version of the standard 3. The Nismo also
features unique aerodynamic body pieces, Recaro sport seats, a simulated-suede-trimmed
steering wheel, and the Sport Touring's various upgraded electronics features, including the
7-inch touchscreen interface and navigation system. For , the Nissan Z 50th Anniversary Edition
is a special-edition model that takes the Z Sport, removes the front lip and rear spoiler, and then
adds unique graphics and two-tone paint. I own a Z, and as an Enthusiast, I can tell you first
hand that all the ratings on Edmunds. I can Guarantee everything about the car is at least an 8
or a 9 points if you are an enthusiast like me who appreciates Sports Cars, all without paying
the exorbitant pricing of a Designer Euro-Trash Snobby Car: Looks, Style, Sportiness, Fast,
Agile, Comfortable, Nibble, Low cost of Maintenance, Awesome Engine bullet proof pedigreed
V6 used in the Infinity line , Awesome Tranny especially with the Synchro-Rev Match - You'll fall
in love quick with the car after your first test drive. Disregard the ratings on Edmunds, they
don't reflect the actual car - test it yourself and you'll see. The z is the last of its kind and it is
worth every penny. Admidtedly, it's not as comfortable as a Cadillac, but nobody should buy a
car like this and expect a totally comfortable ride. It's difficult to take Edmunds review too
seirously when it is littered with factual errors. Two glaring examples, the C8 is rear-mid engine
not front, the z Sport IS avaialble with an automatic only the base model is not. Also, why are
they mentionning cars that cost twice as much Corvette, Jaguar, Porsche, etc. The z is not
perfect, but I have yet to meet a Z owner that does not love the car. It is bulky and and resists
rapid shifting no matter what you do! The rear views are a series of blocked all the way from the
tiny rear side to the hatch starts to offer a look back. Car has been in the shop for transmission
problems. This car is absolutely ridiculous!! Write a review. See all 4 reviews. Though they're
both sport coupes, the GT-R is a supercar with rear seats and a trunk, while the Z only seats two
and has a hatchback. From a price perspective, they don't compare at all, but both aim to satisfy
the driver looking for a pure driving experience. The GT-R just does it with electronics and
mechanical systems, while the Z keeps it simple. Both of these models feature unmistakable
styling and come from a long history of sports cars. But the Mustang features modern safety
and infotainment equipment, while the Z is using the same equipment as when it was totally
new nearly 10 years ago. The Mustang also gets the benefit of more choices regarding engines
and options, though some may prefer the simplicity of buying a Z. Read Edmunds' long-term
road test of the Mustang GT. The Supra is all-new, and the amount of technology it comes with

shows what it takes to stay competitive in the sports-car segment. Still, the Z's powertrain is
about on par with the Supra's horsepower, though it is nearly 60 lb-ft down on torque. But the
Toyota's lack of manual transmission will put off some buyers. Consumer ratings and reviews
are also available for the Nissan Z and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Z 3.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the Z. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for
the Nissan Z and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Z featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance,
mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and
performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives
every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive
and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay
attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's
enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in
the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive
database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Nissan Z. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new,
used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information
like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance ,
features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control,
parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type,
tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan Z. Select year - New. Other years. Pros Sharp
steering and precise handling Pure driving experience without excessive aids and assists Cons
Very loud with abundant road and engine noise Difficult to drive smoothly Huge blind spots
Base trim missing common standard features What's new 50th Anniversary Edition, based on
the Sport trim coupe, features revised graphics and trims and removes spoiler and front lip Part
of the sixth Z generation introduced for Long neglected by Nissan, the Z might now appeal only
to unrepentent enthusiasts who can look past and welcome the car's idiosyncrasies and lack of
refinement. Driving purity can be found less expensively in a Miata or a BRZ. For power and real
modernity, look to the Camaro and Mustang. The Z faithful will have more luck with the Nismo
model, a sharper version with choice aftermarket parts including proper performance tires and
better brakes. With a mph acceleration time of 5. The lack of a limited-slip differential, however,
reduces all-important initial grip, while the coarseness of the powertrain makes accelerating and
rowing through the gears a chore. Braking feels good at least, as the pedal is firm, pleasant and
easy to modulate, but some will find them grabby when cold, and its mph stopping distance of
feet is on the long side for a sports car equipped with summer tires. Compared to the rest of the
Z's heavy controls, its steering is oddly lightweight and slightly numb on center. It has good
accuracy, though, and the Z is easy to place on the road. Small sport coupes aren't generally
leaders in comfort, but the Z proves even more challenging when it comes to settling in. The Z's
seats are too firm and lack lumbar support, making them disagreeable over longer distances.
Climate controls are easy to figure out but are too low on the center console, and the fan is loud
at higher speeds. The Z's ride is one of the few bright spots, and it's genuinely impressive with
its ability to take the edge off of both large and small bumps alike. But noise from the road goes
straight into the cabin, as does engine and geartrain noise. It's loud and it groans. There is
something to be said for opting for a straightforward and easy-to-use base-model sports car.
But the Z lacks even basic equipment such as a telescoping steering wheel, which makes
finding an effective and comfortable driving position particularly difficult. The cabin is otherwise
acceptable on head- and legroom, but it's narrow at the elbows. Because of the Z's low seating

position, most will find exterior visiblity challenging. The door sides and cowl are relatively tall,
the rear window is small, and the rear pillars are massive, making lane changes an act of faith.
While basic can be good, the Z is woefully outdated, with really no technology to speak of at
this trim level. For a sports car, there's some practicality to be had with the Z's hatchback
configuration, but the layout could be better. The trunk loses some space to the suspension
configuration and, unless you buy an optional cargo cover, everything is exposed under the
rear glass. There is a small amount of storage behind the front seatbacks. And if your Z doesn't
have navigation, you'll get a small cubby in the dash, but you should pack light. Surprisingly,
there is one car seat anchor in the cargo area behind the passenger seat. The seats aren't
aggressively bolstered, but they still probably won't fit well for most. On our mile evaluation
loop, the Z returned Of course with a heavier foot and some enthusiasm, mileage will drop into
the teens. When optioned to compete feature to feature with V8-powered coupes, the Z finds
itself both outgunned and outclassed. Build quality and materials are all adequate, but we
noticed faint buzzing from the rear chassis brace and some creaky leather trim on the shift
knob. A tenet of sports cars is that they are fun to drive. Some might be basic and pure while
others are sophisticated and complex, but they should excite and engage the driver. The aging
Z struggles to excite and engage, and it constantly reminds us of its compromises and lack of
sophistication. To get the most sports car for your buck, opt for the Z Sport. It only comes with
a manual transmission but includes Nissan's nifty SynchroRev Match feature, which
automatically blips the throttle when downshifting for smoother and easier gear changes.
Opting for Sport also adds grippier tires and brakes to improve cornering and braking. Read
more. Find savings on the Z for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Z lease offers.
Sponsored cars related to the Z. Trending topics in reviews value comfort visibility transmission
appearance. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Don't take Edmund's Ratings
Seriously. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started
Already have a dealer quote? Side Curtain Airbags Protects the head and torso of occupants in
a side impact. Front Airbags Protects occupants in the event of a front collision. Nissan Z vs.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. The Edmunds experts
tested the Z both on the road and at the track, giving it a 5. You probably care about Nissan Z
fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Z gets an EPA-estimated 20 mpg to 22 mpg,
depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Z has 6. And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Nissan Z is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic
consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Z.
Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the
Z's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Nissan Z is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Z
and gave it a 5. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the Z is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Nissan
Z, the next question is, which Z model is right for you? What do people think of the Nissan Z?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Nissan Z and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good
price for a New Nissan Z? Which Nissan ZES are available in my area? Can't find a new Nissan
Zs you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or
buy a Nissan Z? Check out Nissan lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the
Z drive? How comfortable is the Z? How economical is the Z? Is the Z a good value? A majority
of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from
California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the
car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle

history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide
market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback
is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there
are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the
untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few
advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important
is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the
importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of
service records. Make a VIN Search. Dougs Muro July 22, That would mean a twin-turbo V-6
engine, rear-wheel drive proportions, andâ€”mercifullyâ€”a much needed technology update.
All the necessary information about â€” Nissan Z read on. Sports cars tend to go the longest
between redesigns because they sell in such low volumes that it takes forever to amortize the
tooling and development costs. Believe us, the retro runs WAY more than skin deep. Here are
eight positive and negative features of the 50th Anniversary car that struck us as perhaps
unintentionally retro. Nissan Z â€” see interior and exterior photos in the article. New Nissan Z
â€” see the photo on this page! The sports car that everyone forgotâ€”including Nissan,
apparentlyâ€”is still alive, though hardly doing well. Later this year, though, Nissan will finally
give the Z-car the attention it deserves by introducing a successor. The twin-turbo 3. Nissan
already hinted that such a thing is possible when it bolted a six-speed manual to the twin-turbo
engine for a modified Z SEMA concept in The engine and architecture can accommodate
all-wheel drive, but we doubt Nissan will go that route. The Z is a front-engine rear-wheel-drive
sports car, and this one should stay true to that heritage. As in most cases, The Sketch Monkey
focuses a lot of his attention on the lights, which can instantly date a vehicle. The Z comes with
relatively narrow ones, so he just gives them sharper graphics. Another issue is that the back of
the car is too long, too fat even, while classic Datsuns had almost all their bodywork in the
nose. The Z features a horsepower 3. Though its naturally-aspirated power delivery is a delight,
this aging powertrain can get raspy when pushed, and not in a pleasing way. To justify its
higher price tag, we expect that the Z up the ante with more luxury features, improved
performance, and more desirable styling, all of which will also help it move up from the Mazda
MX-5 Miata and Subaru BRZ playing field to compete with the likes of the Supra, the BMW Z4,
and the Audi TT. Key safety features are likely to include: Standard automated emergency
braking with pedestrian detection; Available lane-departure warning with lane-keeping assist;
Available adaptive cruise control. But, instead of the fire-breathing hp 3. The Nissan Z is old
enough to be an awkward year old middle school student. As far as pure sports car experiences
go, however, sometimes age is a merit. We give the Z 4. Sport models get inch wheels, a
limited-slip differential, rev-matching technology for the manual transmission, and Bose audio,
while the Sport Touring trim adds leather seats and touchscreen navigation. With only two seats
and limited cargo space, the Z is best used as a toy, not a daily driver. The racing-inspired
Nismo model adds special wheels, suspension, and body cladding that are designed to turn up
the intensity, and the V-6 gets a bump to horsepower. The Z keeps the 3. With a 6-speed manual
transmission as standard and an optional 7-speed automatic, the immediate power delivery is a
delightful throwback, but a raspy engine note spoils the experience slightly. The 6-speed has
short throws and even notching. At this price, however, the handling stands out as the best
thing about the Z-car. It trails many competitors in most, if not all, areas. The Z delivers great
performance compared to your average sedan or SUV, but its athleticism is lacking for a sports
car. The Nissan Z is part of a generation that began with the model. The biggest change for is
the discontinuation of the roadster body style. For , Nissan streamlined the trim lineup and
dropped the manual transmission option from convertible models. Additionally, a rearview
camera became standard for If you are interested in a used Z, be sure to read our and Nissan Z
reviews. Also, check out our Used Car Deals page to learn about savings and discounts on used
vehicles. Its V6 engine produces a healthy horsepower and lb-ft of torque and comes with a
direct-acting six-speed manual gearbox to send the power to the rear wheels. A Nismo trim
squeezes a bit more power out of the same engine hp and lb-ft. But its improv
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ed suspension, aero, and wheels and tires are the real reasons to opt for this factory-modified
sports car. In the middle, the Sport model has more dynamic capability than the base model,
while the Sport Touring version adds luxury touches and some in-car electronics. However, the
Z is now in its 10th year of production. And other sports cars, such as the Mazda MX-5 and
Toyota 86, offer an even purer driving experience coupled with the benefits of more modern

engineering and design. On the other end of the spectrum, cars such as the Ford Mustang and
Chevrolet Camaro perform like a sports car but with a back seat and modern electronics. Either
way, all of these models instill the same passion for sports cars and driving. See photos of the
interior and exterior Nissan Z on this site. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Table of Contents. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

